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1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be an algebraic closure of a finite field F , p a prime. Let G be ap
connected, simply connected, semisimple algebraic group defined and split
over F . Let G be the finite group of points of G over a finite field F ,p n q
where q s pn, F : F : K. We consider how the representation theory ofp q
G varies with n. The question as to how the characteristic p Cartann
w xinvariants vary with n was considered in general in 2 . We will consider
here the corresponding question for the decomposition numbers.
The irreducible K G modules are indexed by the pn-restricted weightsn
of G. If G ; G , and l is a restricted weight then the irreduciblen m
K G -module L can be considered as an irreducible K G -module. Denoten l m
 .the projective cover of L , considered as a K G module by U n, l , and itsl n
 .  .character by F n, l . The way that U n, l varies with n was considered in
w x2 . In particular, some results on how the Cartan invariants vary were
obtained. An important technique in obtaining these results is the con-
 . struction of certain other projective characters, denoted C n, l . These
can be considered either as formal characters or Brauer characters. We
make no distinction in the notation, leaving it to the context to make clear
.as to how they are to be considered. Generically, these are equal to the
 .F n, l , and a formula for the way they decompose in general is given in
w x1, 4 .
The ordinary irreducible characters can be obtained by decomposing the
Deligne]Lusztig characters. These can be denoted, up to sign, as charac-
 .ters R n, m , w in the Weyl group, m in the weight lattice, as explained inw
w x  .4 . The characters C n, l , when considered as Brauer characters can be
 .decomposed into characters R n, m . The purpose of this paper is tow
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show that for large enough p and for fixed l and m, the decomposition
 .  .number given by the multiplicity of R n, m in C n, l becomes stable asw
 .n becomes large. Since ``generically,'' the R n, m are irreducible ordinaryw
 .characters and the C n, l are projective indecomposable characters, this
says that decomposition numbers are generically stable as n ª `.
For simplicity of notation, we will assume throughout that G is ofn
untwisted type, though the results can be easily extended to the twisted
type case.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. We discuss here the background needed for our results. In particu-
lar, we recall how the projective indecomposable modules can be deter-
mined, and how they can be decomposed into ordinary irreducibles.
Let G be as in the introduction. Let T be a maximal torus in G, defined
 .and split over F . Let X s X T be the group of characters on T. Let Rp
be the set of roots of G with respect to T , and B a basis for R. For a g S,
let v be the corresponding fundamental weight and let r s  v ,a a g B a
the half-sum of the positive roots. Let Xq be the set of dominant weights
 nand for any positive integer n let X s  n v : 0 F n - p for alln a g B a a a
4a g B . Let W be the Weyl group of G with respect to T , and w the0
longest element of W. Let a be the highest short root of R. We denote0
the root dual to a in R by a k.
w x  .Let Z X be the group ring with canonical basis e l , l g X. For
 .  . q  .l g X, let s l s  e m . For l g X , let L l be the irreduciblemg Wl
 .KG-module with highest weight l, and let x l be its character. The setp
  . 4L l : l g X is the set of irreducible K G -modules. We can considern n
 .  .x l as the Brauer character of L l , considered as a K G -module.p n
 m .Let Fr be the Frobenuis endomorphism of G. We have L p l q l1 2
 .F r m  . q( L l m L l as KG-modules for all l , l g X and positive1 2 1 2
 n .  .F r n  .integers m. We also have L p l ( L l ( L l as K G -modules.n
 n . .Denote the Steinberg module L p y 1 r by St and its character byn
st .n
w xW w xZ X is the set of elements of Z X which are invariant under W.
  .F r n  . q4 w xWNote that s l x m : m g X , l g X is a basis for Z X .p n
w x  .There is an automorphism x ª x of Z X with e m s e ym for .
m g X.
2.2. Projecti¨ es
 .For l g X , let U n, l be the projective cover of the irreduciblen
 .  .  .K G -module L l , and let F n, l be its character. Then F n, l isn
divisible in the ring of class functions on pX-elements of G by st .n n
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 .  .For each l g X there is a formal character C n, l s st ? c n, ln n
which can be characterized by the following property.
 .For every m g X , when c n , l x m is expressed in terms of the basis .n p
 .F r  . q w xW  .F rs n x n , n g X , n g X , of Z X , the coefficient of s n st is 01 p 2 1 2 n n
unless l s m and n s 0 when it is 1.
 w x.These characters can be constructed in a purely formal manner see 1 ,
or alternatively, they can be constructed as characters of projective inde-
 w x.composables in Jantzen's category of u y T modules see 4 .n
 .  .2.3. Decomposition of c n, l into s m .
w x  .There are formulas in 1, 4 showing how to decompose c n, l as a
 .linear combination of characters s m with positive integer coefficients.
 .For our purposes, we only need the following description of the s m
which appear in the decomposition:
 .  . n  n . .LEMMA. If s m occurs in c n, l then m s p z q w p y 1 r q w n0
q  .nfor some z g X , w g W, and n g X is of the form n s y l q r y r qp
n q p h for some y in W and h in X so that n and l are conjugate under an
.  n .affine Weyl group . Moreo¨er, we ha¨e the inequality y p y 1 r F zm F
 n .p y 1 r for all z in W, where the partial order is defined by u F u if and1 2
only if u y u is a rational linear combination of positi¨ e roots.2 1
The lemma follows immediately from the formula cited above.
2.4. Tensor Product Property
A key tool in examining what happens as we extend the field is the
 .following tensor product property of the c n, l .
If l , . . . , l g X then0 ny1 p
ny1 ny1
iF ric n , pl s c 1, l . i i / is0is0
 w x.see 1, Lemma 9 .
2.5. Indecomposability
w x  .There are formulas in 1, 4 which show how to decompose the C n, l
 .into sums of F n, m . These formulas show that if l is far enough away
n  .  .from the walls of a p -alcove to which it belongs, then C n, l s F n, l .
2.6. Deligne]Lusztig Characters
 .  .For w g W s N T rT , choose a representative n g N T . By Lang'sG w G
theorem, there is an element g g G with gy1Fr ng s n . Let T sw w w w w
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g Tgy1, an Fr n-stable maximal torus in G. For m g X, define a characterw w
 . U  y1 . Uu m : T ª C , by first mapping t ª m g tg to get an element of K ,w w w
and then composing with the map KU ª CU chosen when Brauer charac-
ters are defined. Define
R n , m s det w Ru  m . , .  .w Tw
where the latter is the Deligne]Lusztig character.
 .We have the following criterion for equality of the R n, l .w
 .  X.XR n, l s R n, l if and only if there exist y g W and m g X suchw w
X  n y1. X y1  w x.that l s yl q p y ywy m, w s ywy see 4, 3.1 .
This can also be expressed as follows.
 .  .For m, y g X = W, define a map J n, m, l : X = W ª X = W by
J n , m , y l, w s yl q pn y ywyy1 m , ywyy1 . .  .  . .
 .  X X.  .Then pairs l, w , l , w give rise to the same R n, l if and only if theyw
are conjugate under this action.
 .2.7. Decomposing C n, l into Deligne]Lusztig Characters
w x  . There is a formula in 3 , expressing st ? s l considered as a Brauern
.  .character in terms of the R n, l . Namely, we havew
< <st ? s l s 1rStab l R n , l . .  .  . . n W w
wgW
 .  .Combining this with the formula for C n, l in terms of st ? s m allowsn
 .  .us to decompose the C n, l into sum of R n, m .w
3. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THEOREM
We now state our main result.
3.1. THEOREM. Suppose that l is small enough. Then e¨ery
 .Deligne]Lusztig character R n, m which occurs in the decomposition ofw
 . nC n, l is equal to one for which m is in C . Moreo¨er the number of timesp
 .  .that such a R n, m occurs in the decomposition of C n, l is equal to thew
 .  .number of times that R n q 1, m occurs in that of C n q 1, l .w
By l being small enough we mean that it can be written as l s pny1l1
 ¨:  .  n ..ny 1q l where l g X and l q r, a - p y h y 1 1 q pr p q 1 .2 2 p 1 0
  k: . Here, h s r, a q 1 is the Coxeter number. If l is also far enough0
 .naway from the walls of C , C n, l is indecomposable. The multiplicitiesp
.described in the theorem are then decomposition numbers.
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q  .  .COROLLARY. For l, m g X , the multiplicity of R n, m in C n, lw
becomes stable as n ª `.
The corollary follows since for large enough n, both l and m belong
to C n.p
The rest of this paper is devoted to proving the theorem.
 .3.2. Decomposition of C n, l
We assume that l s pny1l q l is as stated in the theorem. By1 2
 .  .Humphrey's formula 2.7 , the number of times that R n, m occurs inw
 .  .  .C n, l is equal to the number of times that s m occurs in c n, l , times
a constant, depending on l and m, but independent of n. This constant
depends on the size of the stabilizer in W of l, and the number of ¨ g W
 .  . .  .  .  .for which R n, m s R n, m . By 2.3 , if s m occurs in c n, l , there¨ w
q n n .exist w and y g W and z and h g X with m s p z q wp r q w h q0
 .  .y l q r . Combining this with the tensor product property of C n, l
 .2.4 , we have the following.
 .  .If s m occurs with non-zero multiplicity in c n, l then m s m q ym1 2
with
m s pny1 pz q w p r q w h q y l q r .  . .1 1 1 0 1 1 1
and
m s pny1z q w pny1 r q w h q y l q r .  .2 2 2 0 2 2 2
with z , z , h , h g Xq and w , w , y , y , y g W.1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  ny1Moreover, for all w g W, y p y 1 r F wm F p y 1 r and y p1
.  ny1 .  .y 1 r F wm F p y 1 r. The number of times that s m occurs in2
 .  .  .c n, l is the product of the multiplicity of s m in c 1, l with the1 1
 .  .multiplicity of s m in c n y 1, l .2 2
Now apply the map
J n , yyy1 z q w r q w h , yy1 . . .1 1 1 0 1 1
 .  X X.to the pair m, w . We get a pair m , w with
X ny1 y1m s p l q r q y y z q w r q w h .  . .1 1 2 2 0 2
q yy1 y y l q r q w z q w r q w h .  . . .1 2 2 1 1 0 1
and wX s yy1 wy .1 1
 k:  .  n ..We have l q r, a - p y h y 1 1 q pr p q 1 and1 0
y1 ny1 k:y y p z q w r q w h q y l q r , a  .  . .1 2 2 0 2 2 2 0
ny1  k: ny1- p y 1 r , a s p y 1 h y 1 , . .  .0
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while
w z q w r q w h , a k : . .1 1 0 1 0
1
k k :  :F p y 1 r , a q l q r , a . 0 1 0p
2 h y 1
s h y h y 1 y . . np p q 1
This gives
p
X k n ny1 ny1 :m q r , a - p y p h y 1 1 q q p y 1 h y 1 .  . .0 n /p q 1
2 h y 1
q h y h y 1 y q h y 1 .  .np p q 1
2
ns p q 1 y h y 1 . .
p
 X k: n X nIt follows that m q r, a F p , and that m g C , as stated in the0 p
theorem.
 .3.3. Decomposition of C n q 1, l
We now examine what happens when we consider the character C n q
.  X.Xn1, l in G , for the same l in C . We will show that R n q 1, mnq1 p w
 . X Xoccurs in C n q 1, l for the same w and m and with the same multiplic-
 X.  .  .Xity that R n q 1, m occurs in C n, l . Again, by 2.7 , the multiplicity ofw
 X .  .  X.XR n q 1, m in C n q 1, l is equal to the number of times that s mw
 .occurs in c n q 1, l times a constant independent of n.
As before from Subsections 2.3, 2.4 we get the following.
 . If s n occurs with non-zero multiplicity in the decomposition of c n q
. n ny1 X1, l , then n s p n q zp n q zn with0 1 2
n s p z X q ¨ r q w hX q z r .0 0 0 0 0 0
n s p z X q ¨ r q w hX q z l q r .  .1 0 1 0 0 1 1
and
X Xny1n s p z q ¨ r q w h q z l q r .  .2 2 2 0 2 2 2
with z X , z X, z X , hX , hX , hX g Xq and ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , z , z , z g W. We have0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
 .  .  ny1 .y p y 1 r F wn F p y 1 r for i s 0, 1 and y p y 1 r F wn Fi 2
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 ny1 .  .  .p y 1 r. The number of times that s n occurs in c n q 1, l is the
 .  .product of the number of times that s n occurs in c 1, 0 , the number of0
 .  .  .times that s n occurs in c 1, l , and the number of times that s n1 1 2
 .occurs in c n y 1, l .2
 y1 X  X .. y1 .Now apply the map J n q 1, yz z q ¨ r q w h , z to the pair0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  X X.n , ¨ to get n , ¨ with
n X s pn r q zy1 zz X q zy1 z¨ r q w hX . .0 1 0 1 0 1
q pny1 zy1 zz l q r q zy1 zXz X q zy1 zX ¨ r q w hX .  . .0 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 2
q zy1 zX z l q r q zy1 ¨ z X q ¨ r q w hX .  . .0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
and wX s zy1 ¨z .z 0
 X X.  Y Y . Y ny 1If n , w is conjugate to any pair n , w with n in C , we mustp
y1 X y1  X . Xhave r q z z q z ¨ r q w h s 0. Let n s n y z l . We have that0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
l and 0 belong to the same alcove with corresponding weights n and n X1 1 1
 X .to which they are conjugate under the affine Weyl group. Therefore s n 1
 .  .  .occurs in c 1, 0 with the same multiplicity as s n occurs in c 1, l . We1 1
therefore have
pzy1 z z X q ¨ r q w hX q zy1 zz r G y p y 1 r , .  .  . .0 1 1 0 1 0 1
 .with equality only when n s pr q w l q r . Then ¨ is the identity,1 0 1 1
z X s hX s 0 and zy1 z s w s z . These conditions must hold and1 1 0 0 1
X X X Xny1 y1n s p l q r q z z z q z r q w h .  . .1 1 0 2 2 0 2
q zy1 zX z l q r q zy1 ¨ z X q ¨ r q w hX . .  . .0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
X  X X.Let z s y , z s y, z s y , and ¨ s w. The pair n , ¨ is the the same as0 1 2 2
 X X.  .the pair m , w obtained before. Moreover, the multiplicity of s n in0
 .  .  .c 1, 0 is the same as that of s m in c 1, l , while the multiplicity of1 1
 .  .  X.  .Xs n in c 1, l is 1. This shows that R n, m occurs in C n, l the1 1 w
 X.  .Xsame number of times that R n q 1, m occurs in C n q 1, l , asw
claimed.
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